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Ink

These drawings explore the propo-
gation, evolution and gentrification 
of language through abstract callig-
raphy in landscapes.



Installation (Projection Mapping)
link

Humans are full of prejudices. One thing that interests me is exploring the 
prejudices that some cultures have about others. During my time in the West, 
I observed that Arabic script is perceived as scary while Japanese script is 
glorified. I wanted to explore this bias through an immersive indoor installation. 
I wanted to create a kitchen where someone is trying to convert Arabic writing 
into Japanese. Even though two languages are written in ink, it is impossible 
to transform them into each other. I used abstract calligraphy on tarpaulin to 
cover the room to create reflections as if the room was drenched in ink. There 
is a projection on the table where the cooking happens. On the wall, there is 
a cooking show slowly adding the letters of the alphabet to the casserole that 

is present on the table.

https://youtu.be/aLZ9wfEt6u0




Graphite and Charcoal

Political agendas shape the media rhetoric one may receive in their country. 
In Saudi Arabia, news is heavily censored. I have also observed how the 
media wrongly demonizes certain Muslim countries for a certain political 
agenda that is inherently Orientalist. We also live in the age of fake news 
where misinformation is rampant. I wanted to visualize a war of rhetoric in 
abstract landscapes. I use geometric shapes such as lines and curves to 

symbolize transmission.





Nylon ropes

I am currently reading the book “Mapping an Empire”. It explains how 
the British used empirical science and cartography for their imperialist 
and colonial agenda. They cartographically created “India” from the 
vision of what they wanted to conquer rather than performing an ac-
tual mapping exercise. Any tool in the imperialist’s hand is a weapon. 
The British used science as one, even though their methods were 
inaccurate. I wanted to play with cartography in a fun way. I wanted to 
highlight how the colonizers drew lines on paper as if the world was 
their playground. I used different nylon threads to draw the map. Sub-
sequently, I experimented with shapes that looked like playgrounds.





Short video
link

This installation explores the complexity of per-
sonal identity in relation to Western imperialism. I 
wanted to use AI to tell the question of Oriental-
ism. Since the AI has never seen the real world or 
interacted with it, it can only write an essay based 
on the texts it sees on the Internet. This is similar 
to how European scholars wrote about the Middle 
East (according to Edward Said). It acknowledg-
es that Orientalism is linked to oppression, but 
it cannot quite understand the complexity of the 
issue. It also creates an identity for himself and for 
the other. These identities overlap and contradict 
each other. If there was an orientalist agenda be-
hind the creation of these identities, the AI identity 
would be portrayed as superior. Visually, I used 
AI to generate a map. The card appears to speak 
like a human. Map colors become brighter as the 

AI sculpts its identity.

https://youtu.be/exRqXElDCz4


Projection Mapping
link

I wanted to explore the disorientation a Mus-
lim in the West feels when having to navi-
gate through their identities to feel accept-
ed in society. First, I created a collage with 
Urdu words stylized by an AI. Words range 
from ‘America’, Ego’, ‘Capitalism’, ‘Cannibal-
ism’ To replicate the feeling of disorientation, 
I converted this collage to video using AI and 
projected it onto an environment which looks 
like an obstacle course. I experimented with 
the time and scale of the projection to cre-
ate dissonance between the visuals. Visually, I 
focused on producing something resembling 
graphite on paper that symbolizes how much 
Muslim representation on paper contributes to 
this whole problem.

https://youtu.be/QVt-L6r-3fM


Ink + Acrylic 

This work experiments with different ways of 
representing Arabic letters and words. For a 
few, I wrap the word “Human” differently on 
the papers. For the others, I use the letter ‘N’. I 
use geometric shapes and colors to play with 
the perception of these shapes.



NFT + 3D printed sculpture  link

This work explores the 3D form of a single 
gesture in abstract Arabic calligraphy. I used 
Blender to model this form, then I 3D printed 
it. Since it is flexible, you can rearrange the 
gesture and create new shapes. I want to ex-
plore this idea further through other materials 
such as lead.

https://youtu.be/hFRcTriBEXs


Installation 
link

I wanted to explore the forms of abstract Arabic cal-
ligraphy with light and sound. I was interested in using 
tiles as pixels. I project textures onto the tiles. There 
are green lines that move with the sound of the room. I 
used a microphone to do this. The reflected light draws 
these letters on the walls and creates a very immersive 
environment.

https://youtu.be/LFbaT5FZwrM


Short Video 
link

Much of the research in technology is aimed 
at optimizing recommendation or feeding al-
gorithms to create systems that increase ad-
diction. Also, the images we see on social 
media platforms are unnatural. They abnor-
mally alter the way we perceive reality on a 
conscious and unconscious level. I wanted to 
visualize the overstimulation of our brain and 
how it unknowingly affects our subconscious 
and our thinking. The background video 
shows someone walking through the bazaar 
in Pakistan. I used the word “again” in Urdu 
and stylized it by AI. I then layered it over the 
image in different ways to create depth and 
textures to represent stimulation. I used two 
projections to increase the immersive aspect 
of the installation.

https://youtu.be/OfullJ-EZu4


Acrylic + Tarpaulin
link

Pakistani society is obsessed with marriage. And the 
whole matchmaking process can be very traumatic. The 
person is just objectified to their physical qualities and 
their identity or personality is not of concern. However, 
the middle class in Pakistan places great importance on 
education. These expectations make middle-class wom-
en in Pakistan highly educated. I wanted to explore both 
sides of this material in a fun way. I wrote in a trashy way 
about the societal expectations that a woman has to face 
on the plastic. I arranged these plastic sheets like a wed-
ding dress. I used light to make the dress shine like South 

Asian wedding wear.

https://youtu.be/B2J6H0q5NpM


Branches + Tape

In Arabic script, we adorn language to indicate vowels. On newspapers, we decorate the 
language to make the blocks of text more visually appealing. We also use henna to adorn 
our hands in the same way. I wanted to explore the aspect of ornamentation by decorating 
something natural that we see every day to represent our hands and tongue. I use branches 

and decorate them with tape of the same color that looks like henna.





Tape

This work explores the idea of living ab-
stract calligraphic forms. I use different 
types of tape to draw letters around the 

room.



Projection

This work experiments with the use of the character-
istics of a space to draw Arabic letters. This way you 
can play with the scale of the letters and make them 
look alive. I use the wooden roof support to draw the 

letter “H”.



Photography (Tape)

Here, I explore the interactions of calligraphy and
light through photographs.


